LANE agenda
SALALM 63 / July 1, 2018
15:30-16:30
Location: BDCV2243

I. Approve minutes from Fall 2017 meeting (5 min)

II. Institutional Updates (20-30 min)

Melissa NYPL: hiring a Latin American Curator shortly – will send announcement soon.

Ellen Yale:

Ricarda Iberoamerican: applied for 3 year term for extra money to 2.5 million euros – collection building and staff and digitization

Joe Holub UPENN: new director from stony brook university of new York; development focused on area studies and travel grants

Talia LC: new director coming soon

Jade GT: new dean coming; consortium is moving to one catalog to Alma/Primo; got a grant for afro-latino

Alison Williams Dumbarton oaks DC: with Lynn moving to Alma and self-check out

Vicky Worcester state university: firsr librarian

Jeffrey Delgado – scholarship attendee: graduated with history and mlis

Perri pyle – history latin am studie

Lawrence University of London:

Cate Kellett Yale Law: moving 100k from collections budget to digitization projects – conference videos

Liz scholarship winner – in new York

Sarah Aponte Dominican Library – 15 research award – continuing to work on NEH grant on Dominican music in the US
Nelson Santana Bronx Comm College – growing collection in Latin Amer Studies building digital collections with EBSCO

Vanessa Arce scholarship winner

Fernando Acosta Princeton – opening for processing archivist position – Elvia left for CA – ephemera collection digital component LC Rio’s popular groups collection adding them to the digital archive; system is now allowing other institutions to contribute content – looking for partners throughout Latin America – library of university of pr ___ preservation librarian and Fernando helping to save archive of Santiago ignasias pantín

Bridget Gazzo at Dummbarton Oaks: Moche portal – archive of fine line drawings – photographic materials – now online

Peter Johnson SALALM treasurer

Daisy Dominguez City College – will be teaching Latin American history course – will work with Dominican first black s

Lynn Shirey Harvard – need a new director and AUL; Harvard just joined recap; digitizing Cuban materials; helped make a film about the Cuban summer school at Harvard

Patricia Figueroa Brown – upheaval in administration new positions in digital humanities – opening the archive project – expanding collections of la movida completed incomplete sets of magazines – hoping to buy archives on carnation revolution Portugal 1970s

Angela Carreño NYU – new dean of libraries starting – 2 dual degree students -continues working on indigenous film collection which was transferred to NYU

Socrates Silva Columbia/Cornell – recruiting a head of global studies Pamela Graham is now director of historyhumanities and global studies division – recruiting intern for collections analysis project – exhibit in the Hispanic studies centennial 2020

Jana Krentz Yale = new coll dev manager for area studies; adding to Spanish Civil War collection letters diaries board games; protests in Catalunya has ephemeral materials; materials from Guatemala and Cuba – program at Yale immigration race and it has exploded 45 students most in Latinx studies – is learning legal research in order to work with them; Gayle Williams book latin americna linbrarin ship next fall

Jill Baron

III. Web archiving (20 min)
Review sample proposal
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1flnN74FaxwrLFMMhuHZbGB0EJbXoMHiI_2pczwFlp0A/edit?usp=sharing

Discuss project possibilities (small groups, or one large project?) and determine priorities

Ideas from fall meeting:

♣ Non-Governmental Organizations ♣ Film Festival sites ♣ Social activism addressing marginalized people ♣ Sites that address social conflict and unrest ♣ Personal sites of writers and poets ♣ An archive to mirror the Borrow Direct Brazil collection effort

Proposal – at least 2 members from Ivy +
+ is the content at risk?
+ collect/research as we move along
+ see if work is being done elsewhere
+ task force Jana/Fernando
+ salalm award for collaborative efforts involving multiple institutions money talia sarah peter

Think tanks in Latin America, Africa and Asia
Brazil elections and cordel literature
Discuss with marginalized peoples and ideas
Logic of Brazilian monographs does not apply to web archiving
Check whether web archiving is happening in Germany on immigration – Ricarda

- Newspapers Catalunyan independence movement – archiving digital
- Political sites from Catalunya
- 1st blacks in the Americas
- Indigenous filmmakers
- Immigration to the US or migration across Latin America / Venezuelan emigration – emigration and immigration
  o Look for movimientos migratorios of spain to latin America – ibero-american migratory movements
- Rise of Protestantism in Latin America how it is affecting politics

IV. Fall meeting location? (5 min)
   a. Cambridge?
   b. NYC?
   c. Zoom meeting

V. LASA in Boston this year Libraries Archives and Research Section